Shell Colors Currently Available for Cassette Duplication

NOTE: These shells are TABS-OUT to protect the recorded program from accidental over-recording or erasure. Contact us to for a sample if you need to be sure of the exact color of a shell. Appearance of this document may vary due to screen and printer differences, and colors of shells and small details (such as liners or leaders) may change even within a manufacturing run of shells. Availability cannot be guaranteed.

Refer to the Ink Color Chart to see the selection of available imprint colors.

PLEASE NOTE: Most ink colors are translucent and the resulting image color may appear as a mix of the ink color and the shell color.

PLEASE NOTE: Shells may or may not have screws depending on current stock availability. If this is a concern please confirm details with your AtoZ rep.
NOTE: Extra charges will apply for imprint designs using more than one color, and there are practical restrictions to the application of two or more colors. Please get artwork approved before submitting.

* RECOMMENDED FOR WHITE OR LIGHT SHELLS ONLY.
** THE USE OF BLACK AND DARKER COLORS ON DARK COLOR SHELLS IS DISCOURAGED.

All colors may appear different on any color of shell other than white because of ink translucency. The Metallics and White work best on Black and darker colors of shells.
For an additional charge, colors not in stock may be ordered using the Pantone Matching System.